
Our company is hiring for a sourcing director. If you are looking for an exciting
place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for sourcing director

Ensure Academy is working with the best in class suppliers by developing and
maintaining supplier relationships that achieve Private Brand’s sourcing
strategy, organizational goals, and adhere to Academy’s ethical standards
Own the supplier negotiation process for private brands in area of
responsibility
Create sourcing department strategy to be documented through the use of
Standard Operating Procedures
Mentor, train and develop sourcing team
Identify, recruit and retain high quality talent
Drive the execution of business plans and projects
Lead creation and implementation of sourcing and demand management
strategies for assigned categories of spend, manage the development of RFx
materials, detailed analysis of proposals and vendor capabilities, negotiations
and supplier selection perform player/coach for staff to produce the same
results for their respective areas
Demonstrate a strategic business mindset, organizational savvy, presents an
executive-level presence, and balances multiple stakeholder interests
simultaneously
Create, drive and mentor staff in long-term strategic planning efforts for
assigned sourcing categories including advanced multi-year category
strategies designed to anticipate enterprise-wide requirements while
optimizing forecasted shifts in both supply markets, industry trends and
supplier economic cycles
Lead the development and negotiation of contracts with new suppliers
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and savings objectives perform player/coach for staff to produce the same
results for their respective areas

Qualifications for sourcing director

Inspire innovative performance of subordinates, peers, and customers
Negotiation (contracts, purchases)
Plan/organize/evaluate cost effective utilization of personnel
equipment/resources and solve complex work-related problems
Innovative perspective on drug discovery/reagent development, with the
ability to translate concepts into action
Broad and in-depth knowledge, insight, and expertise on cutting edge
molecular biology / protein engineering strategies for optimal protein
production and cell line engineering
Demonstrated creative leadership capabilities and proven experience in
effectively managing and leading protein sourcing effort


